Player Self Reflection & Feedback
Player:

Date:

Role In Squad:
Reference: Elite/Personal
Out of 10; (1 = Needs Work – 10 = Exceptional)

Batting Characteristics
Play with an intent to score

Adopt dynamic positions to transfer
weight effectively
Deal with periods of pressure and able to
adapt to different surfaces and
conditions

Manipulate the ball into
space to rotate strike

Attack, defend and evade the
fast, bouncing ball

Adapt to different situations
and roles and deal with
variations in pace, spin and
angles

Bat for long periods

Hit boundaries all around
the ground

Attack, defend and leave the
moving and turning ball

Seam Bowling Characteristics
Bowl with control and
accuracy – stock ball

Bowl with control and
accuracy – bouncer

Bowl with control and
accuracy – yorker

Bowl with control and
accuracy – Additional
variations

Bowl with a strong, safe and repeatable
action

Able to adapt to different
situations and roles

Execute plans to build
pressure and take wickets

Adapt to different surfaces and
conditions

Spin Bowling Characteristics
Ability to spin the ball
consistently

Bowl with a strong, safe and
repeatable action

Ability to deceive the
batsman by delivering
variations with control –
spin.

Ability to deceive the
batsman by delivering
variations with control –
Angles.

Ability to deceive the
batsman by delivering
variations with control –
flight.
Able to adapt to
different situations and
roles

Execute plans to build
pressure and take wickets
on different surfaces and
conditions
Field effectively off their own
bowling

Fielding Characteristics

Throw safely with speed and
accuracy from the boundary

Create pressure as part of
the fielding unit

Adapt to different
situations and roles

Throw safely with speed and accuracy from
the inner ring
Catch reliably with the ability to
convert extraordinary chances

Create chances through
anticipation and movement

Safely defend space within the inner and
outer ring

Wicketkeeping Characteristics
Fulfil a major role in the
batting order

Ability to catch the ball with consistency in a
balanced & stable position

Be a focal point for the fielding side,
providing energy & tactical insight

Maintain a still head when
catching the ball

Ability to concentrate for long
periods of time
Catch reliably from bowlers and
fielders

Shows Bravery when standing
up to the stumps
Convert chances into caught behinds,
stumpings and run outs, with ability to take
extra ordinary chances.

Catch the ball in line with body
with feet slightly wider than
shoulder width

Challenges affecting Performance

_______________

School & Exams

Clashes with other things
you like to do

_______________

Other sport
involvement

Pressure to perform

Injury

Sleep

Player Characteristics
Has an established physical profile,
consistently achieving and
maintaining ‘benchmark standards
Understands their game &
themselves; consistently bounces
back from disappointment

Consistently sets and reviews
challenging goals to provide direction
and focus to training and competition
Consistently able to handle the
expectation of performing under
pressure

Consistently demonstrated honesty and where
appropriate challenges themselves, coaches, and
other players
Consistently demonstrates
enjoyment in the success of
others in the team

Can put success & failure into
perspective with the ability to
learn from both
Consistently operates at the edge of
their capabilities and demonstrates
this under pressure

